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\textbf{Abstract}

\textbf{Purpose—} To explore surface-immobilized and suspended modalities of the hydrophobic polycation \textit{N},\textit{N}-dodecyl, methyl-polyethylenimine (DMPEI) for the ability to reduce viral infectivity in aqueous solutions containing herpes simplex viruses (HSV) 1 and 2.

\textbf{Methods—} Surface-immobilized (coated onto surfaces) and suspended DMPEI were incubated with aqueous solutions containing HSV-1 or -2 to measure the antiviral effect of the hydrophobic polycation’s formulations on HSVs.

\textbf{Results—} DMPEI coated on either polyethylene slides or male latex condoms dramatically decreases infectivity in solutions containing HSV-1 or -2. Moreover, DMPEI suspended in aqueous solution markedly reduces the infectious titer of these HSVs.

\textbf{Conclusion—} Our results suggest potential uses of DMPEI for both prophylaxis (in the form of coated condoms) and treatment (as a topical suspension) for HSV infections.
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INTRODUCTION

Herpes simplex viruses (HSV) 1 and 2 are enveloped DNA viruses that can cause oral and genital lesions in humans. While typically HSV-1 causes oral lesions and HSV-2 genital ones, both are capable of infecting either region (1). These communicable viruses are ubiquitous and a serious public health concern because of acute and lifelong manifestations of herpes in infected individuals (2). HSV-2 is particularly prevalent, with a 16% reported frequency in people aged between 15 and 49 worldwide (3,4). HSVs also have high recurrence rates of 33–90% per year in infected individuals (5). Infectious viral particles are excreted from the lesions caused by HSVs and can be transmitted through such personal contact as kissing and sexual intercourse. Furthermore, individuals infected with HSV-2 have an increased risk of infection by human immunodeficiency virus (6). HSV transmission can be reduced by avoiding direct contact during symptomatic outbreaks, but asymptomatic shedding of the virus is still possible resulting in transmission. Although such antiviral drugs as acyclovir reduce outbreaks and wane symptoms during them (7), acyclovir-resistant HSV strains have been reported (8). There is no cure or vaccine available for either HSV-1 or HSV-2; thus developing a strategy that directly prevents viral transmission is important to reduce its spread.

Certain long-chained hydrophobic polycationic polymers have been shown both in vitro and in vivo to inactivate a wide variety of microbial pathogens, including Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and epidermides, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria, Candida albicans yeast, and human and avian strains of enveloped influenza viruses, as well as non-enveloped poliovirus and rotavirus (9–21). In the present work, we demonstrate that the hydrophobic polycation N,N-dodecyl methyl-polyethylenimine (DMPEI) (previously determined to be maximally antimicrobial when used as a non-covalent coating (10,12,13,20)) can also decrease the infectivity of HSV-1 or -2. Based on this finding, we have explored DMPEI for potential therapeutic and prophylactic uses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

All chemicals and reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification. Polyethylene sheets, from McMaster Carr (Atlanta, GA), were cut into 2.5×2.5-cm slides. Non-lubricated male latex condoms (Trojan®), distributed by Church & Dwight Co. (Princeton, NJ) and obtained from a local drug store, were used in this study as the simplest type of a condom uncomplicated by possible effects of the lubricant. They were rinsed thoroughly in double-distilled (dd) H₂O and cut into 3×4-cm rectangles for further use. The MTS assay kit (CellTitre 96® AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay) was purchased from Promega (Madison, WI). Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) was from Cellgro (Manassas, VA) and supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 5% bovine calf serum (BCS), 1% penicillin, 1% streptomycin, 4.5 g/L glucose, and 2 mM L-glutamine for cell culture. Human immunoglobulin (IgG) (cat# NDC 0944-2700-02) was from Baxter (Deerfield, IL) and used to supplement DMEM in the plaque assay. Giemsa cell stain utilized in plaque assays was from Sigma-Aldrich.

Syntheses of Polycations

DMPEI was synthesized from linear 217-kDa polyethylenimine (PEI) as previously described (15). Per-methylated PEI (PMPEI) was synthesized similarly to a reported procedure (22). Briefly, 1 g of 750-kDa branched PEI was dissolved in 15 mL of anhydrous methanol, and an excess (17.2 mL) of iodomethane was added to the solution at room
temperature. The mixture was refluxed at 65°C for 2 h, followed by cooling to room temperature, addition of 928 mg of NaOH, and heating for an additional 12 h. The solvent was then removed by rotary evaporation, and the resultant solid was dissolved in ddH2O and dialyzed against it four times, followed by lyophilization to obtain solid PMPEI. The structure of PMPEI was verified by elemental analysis (C, 24.7%; H, 5.58%; N, 9.14%) and NMR (1H NMR (D2O) δ (400 mHz) for PMPEI: 2.8–4.6 (CH2, m, CH3, s)).

Preparation of Slides and Coated Condoms

Coated slides were prepared by painting one side of a 2.5×2.5-cm polyethylene slide with a 50 mg/mL solution of DMPEI in chloroform, followed by solvent evaporation; this painting was performed in quadruplicate (15). Coated condoms were prepared similarly, except that DMPEI was dissolved in butanol (23).

Cells and Viruses

HSV-1 KOS strain and HSV-2 186/syn5-1 strain were originally obtained from Priscilla A. Schaffer (24,25). The viruses were diluted with an aqueous buffer (phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 1% BCS, 0.01% glucose). Vero cells were from the American Type Culture Collection (#CCL-81, Manassas, VA) and maintained in supplemented cell culture DMEM (described above) at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. They were grown to confluent monolayers in 6-well plates or T25 flasks for use in plaque assays.

Antiviral Assay for DMPEI-coated Polyethylene Slides

To determine the antiviral effect of DMPEI against HSV-1 and HSV-2, a DMPEI-coated polyethylene slide was placed in a polystyrene Petri dish (6.0×1.5-cm), and a 10-μL droplet of either HSV-1 ((4.4±3.9)×10^5 plaque forming units (PFU)) or HSV-2 ((5.0±0.69)×10^4 PFU) was added to the middle of the coated region. The droplet was sandwiched with a plain polyethylene slide to increase surface contact of the virus with the coated slide. After 15 min at room temperature, the slides were separated and washed thoroughly with 0.99 mL of the supplemented PBS buffer. The washings were collected, serially diluted, and analyzed in the plaque assay as described below. The infectious viral titer from the above experiments was compared to those of a control with two uncoated slides and a control with the virus never in contact with slides to determine the relative reduction in viral titer upon incubation with DMPEI-coated slides (9,12,15).

Infectivity Reduction Assay

Ten-fold serial dilutions of the washings from the antiviral assays were tested in the infectivity assay to calculate infectious viral titers. Specifically, cell growth medium was removed from confluent monolayers of Vero cells in a 6-well plate and replaced with 0.5 mL of diluted virus in each well. The plate was gently shaken for 1 h at 37°C to initiate infection, after which the virus solutions were removed and replaced with 2.5 mL of DMEM supplemented with 1% BCS and 0.16% human IgG (for HSV-2, DMEM with 1% BCS and 0.32% human IgG was used). The cells were incubated for 2 days at 37°C and 3 days at 34°C for HSV-1 and HSV-2, respectively, then fixed with ice-cold methanol for 8–10 min and stained with Giemsa dye. Plaques were counted to determine the viral titer of the solutions.

Antiviral Assay with PEI and PMPEI

HSV-1 (10 μL containing (7.8±0.40)×10^7 PFU) was incubated with 0.99 mL of either branched 750-kDa PEI (2 mg/mL) or PMPEI (1 mg/mL) in the supplemented PBS buffer for 30 min on a rotating arm. Serial dilutions of the resultant mixtures were tested with the
plaque assay and compared to HSV-1 incubated with the supplemented PBS buffer alone to
determine the antiviral effect of the polycations.

**Preparation of DMPEI Suspensions**

DMPEI was dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide at 10 mg/mL and added to 3 volumes of ddH$_2$O
with vigorous stirring. The resultant mixture was lyophilized and resuspended in ddH$_2$O
with vigorous stirring and sonication until the suspension was devoid of visible chunks. The
stock DMPEI suspension was diluted in PBS for further use.

A DMPEI suspension thickened with hydroxyethyl-cellulose (HEC) was prepared by
making a 1.5% solution of HEC in 2.5 mL of PBS containing the desired concentration of
DMPEI. The mixture was heated gently and stirred until the HEC dissolved and the solution
thickened.

**MTS Assay**

A 3 mg/mL DMPEI suspension in PBS was 10-fold serially diluted, followed by incubation
of 100 μL thereof for 1 h with confluent monolayers of Vero cells seeded in a 96-well plate.
After 1 h, the serial dilutions of DMPEI suspension were removed, and the cells were
washed twice with PBS and replenished with 100 μL of fresh DMEM. The MTS assay was
carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Antiviral Assays with DMPEI Suspensions**

To quantify the antiviral effect of a DMPEI suspension, 10 μL of a HSV-1 solution
((8.7±2.8)×10$^7$ PFU) was incubated with 0.99 mL of a DMPEI suspension (0.3 mg/mL) for
30 min on a rotating arm. Thereafter, the virus and suspension mixture was filtered with a
0.45-μm cut-off filter (Pall Life Sciences), and the filtrate was 10-fold serially diluted and
used in an infectivity assay to determine the reduction in viral titer. Controls in which
HSV-1 was incubated either in the supplemented PBS buffer and not filtered, or in the
supplemented PBS buffer and subsequently filtered, or with a 0.3 mg/mL DMPEI
suspension solution filtrate were performed in parallel.

The antiviral effect of a DMPEI suspension present during infection was determined by
incubating different concentrations of the suspension (or just the supplemented PBS buffer
as a control) with HSV-1 during infection of a confluent Vero cell monolayer in a T25 flask.
Specifically, 0.5 mL of a DMPEI suspension (or the supplemented PBS buffer) and 0.5 mL
containing 210±10 PFU of HSV-1 were mixed in a T25 flask and gently agitated for 1 h at
37°C. Then the virus and DMPEI suspension mixture was removed and replaced with 5 mL
of DMEM containing 1% BCS and 0.16% human IgG. The T25 flasks were incubated,
fixed, and stained as described above to determine the viral titer with and without the
DMPEI suspension treatment.

For antiviral assays with various concentrations of DMPEI suspensions containing 1.5%
HEC, 25 μL of either HSV-1 ((3.8±0.20)×10$^5$ PFU) or HSV-2 ((2.5±0.90)×10$^4$ PFU) was
added to 2.5 mL of HEC-thickened DMPEI suspensions in 20-mL scintillation vials
containing 1-cm long magnetic stir bars (to aid in mixing). Vials were placed on a rotating
arm for 30 min, after which time 0.5 mL of the solution was carefully withdrawn by a
pipette and diluted for the subsequent infectivity assay. Controls containing 2.5 mL of plain
PBS, as well as a 1.5% HEC solution in the absence of DMPEI, were also carried out.

**Antiviral Assay for DMPEI-coated Condoms**

To assess the antiviral activity of the coated latex condoms, the above-described procedure
for polyethylene slides was followed, except that a piece of coated condom replaced the
coated slide. In addition, to better mimic the intended real-life use of a condom, we also tested a piece of coated condom that had been stretched both horizontally and vertically ten times after painting (denoted henceforth as a stretched latex condom) to determine the effect of stretching and handling on antiviral activity. After a 15-min incubation with HSV-1 \((8.8 \pm 0.80) \times 10^5\) PFU or HSV-2 \((4.8 \pm 0.1) \times 10^4\) PFU, the plain slide was separated from the condom piece, and both were submerged in a 50-mL falcon tube containing 10 mL of the supplemented PBS buffer. This 10-mL washing was serially diluted and tested in the infectivity assay. The same experiment was performed with a piece of uncoated latex condom and also without one as controls.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

To ascertain whether immobilized DMPEI can reduce infectivity of aqueous solutions containing HSV-1 or HSV-2, we placed a virus-containing solution on either a DMPEI-coated or uncoated polyethylene slide and measured the change in infectivity in the solution by comparing viral titers of the resultant washings (9,16). Exposure to a DMPEI-coated polyethylene slide reduced the viral titer to below the limit of detection of the plaque assay, thus yielding at least a 5-log reduction in viral titer for HSV-1 and at least a 4-log reduction for HSV-2 compared to minimal reduction for the uncoated polyethylene slide (Fig. 1). These observations encouraged us to further explore this phenomenon and its potential applications.

Since HSVs are transmitted by direct contact with viral lesions, an antiviral formulation should ideally be available in a form that can intimately interact with infected tissues. Because DMPEI was deliberately designed as a non-leaching surface coating and it is insoluble in aqueous solution (10), we explored whether its water-soluble homolog, permethylated PEI (PMPEI), or even an underivatized PEI were capable of inactivating HSV-1 (as a soluble form of the polymer could be easily administered to a lesion). To this end, we incubated PMPEI or PEI with an aqueous solution containing HSV-1 and determined the consequent loss of infectivity. Not only was the polycation PMPEI incapable of lowering the HSV-1 titer by more than a single log in aqueous solution, but also it was less potent than the unalkylated PEI (Fig. 2). We concluded, therefore, that the polycationic nature was not the sole, or even the main, determinant of anti-HSV activity and substantial hydrophobicity was required as well.

We reasoned that a suspension of the hydrophobic DMPEI in aqueous buffer could circumvent the solubility issues (as well as the use of organic solvents), while still allowing a rather intimate contact with the virus and hence possibly an antiviral effect. To test this hypothesis, we prepared an aqueous suspension of DMPEI and investigated whether it was capable of inactivating HSV-1 and HSV-2. Although surface-immobilized DMPEI showed little toxicity to mammalian cells (21,23,26), we found greater toxicity of DMPEI in suspension. Based on an MTS assay, we observed a 50% cell cytotoxicity \((\text{CC}_{50})\) at a 120-\(\mu\)g/mL polycation concentration. To determine what causes the toxicity, we subjected a 0.3-mg/mL suspension of DMPEI to filtration through a 0.45-\(\mu\)m filter and compared the filtrate’s toxicity in Vero cells to that of the unfiltered suspension. Since the DMPEI filtrate exhibited no visible toxicity (results not shown), we concluded that toxicity must result from particles larger than approximately 0.45-\(\mu\)m. Therefore, to eliminate artifacts caused by large particles during plaque assay, we modified the assay protocol: following the incubation of HSV-1 with the DMPEI suspension, we filtered the mixture through a 0.45-\(\mu\)m filter, which should remove the corresponding polycation particles but not the virus (which is 0.2-\(\mu\)m diameter (27)).
Using these conditions in a modified assay, we observed that incubating a 0.3-mg/mL DMPEI suspension with HSV-1 lowered the viral titer by more than 1.5 logs (Fig. 3). Moreover, most of the observed antiviral activity was due to the DMPEI particles larger than 0.45 μm because incubation with DMPEI suspension filtrate did not have a marked anti-HSV effect (Fig. 3). Lastly, filtering itself did not contribute to a reduction of viral titer (second bar, Fig. 3). The lower antiviral activity detected for the DMPEI suspension, as compared to DMPEI-coated polyethylene slides (Fig. 1), was likely caused by the inherent differences in surface contact between the virus and DMPEI in the two assays.

If used as a therapeutic, DMPEI would presumably be applied topically in the presence of both the virus and host cells. Therefore, we next examined a scenario where a DMPEI suspension was incubated with HSV-1 during the infection of Vero cells. During this experiment, we observed a dose-dependent response for the DMPEI suspension with regard to both inhibition of HSV-1 infection and toxicity. For example, when the virus encountered a 30-μg/mL DMPEI suspension, a 41% drop in viral titer was observed with no apparent toxicity. As the concentration of the DMPEI in the suspension was increased to 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 mg/mL, we observed a 85%, 95%, and 100% decrease in viral titer, respectively (Table I). These marked drops in infectivity were accompanied by increasing toxicity. From these data, the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC₅₀) was calculated to be 24 μg/mL. From our previous MTS assay toxicity data, we conclude that the therapeutic index (CC₅₀/IC₅₀) of our DMPEI suspension is 5.

For a DMPEI suspension to be used as a topical therapeutic, it should be “pharmaceutically elegant”, i.e., in the form of a homogeneous cream or lotion. To achieve the corresponding no-drip consistency, we thickened a DMPEI suspension by adding the common pharmaceutical excipient hydroxyethyl-cellulose (HEC) (28). As with the non-thickened suspensions above, we observed a dose-dependent antiviral response; for example, a 1.5-mg/mL aqueous DMPEI suspension containing 1.5% HEC elicited over a 2-log reduction in viral titer for both HSV-1 and HSV-2, while less concentrated suspensions of DMPEI resulted in a reduction in viral titers between one and two logs (Fig. 4). Note that a control aqueous solution containing the same concentration of HEC alone had no appreciable influence on viral titer.

To explore whether DMPEI could be used in a prophylactic mode, we painted the outside surface of a male latex condom with a 50 mg/mL solution of DMPEI in butanol and, following evaporation of solvent, tested its ability to disinfect aqueous solutions of HSV-1 and HSV-2. As seen in Fig. 5, more than a 3-log reduction in infectivity for both viruses compared to the uncoated latex condom was observed.

We also examined whether handling and extensive stretching of DMPEI-coated condoms (imitating the conditions likely to be encountered during their intended use) affected their ability to disinfect viral solutions. More than a 3-log reduction was observed with a stretched DMPEI-coated latex condom for HSV-1 and more than a 2-log reduction for HSV-2 (Fig. 5). The reduced inactivation observed for the coated latex condoms, as compared to DMPEI-coated polyethylene slides (see Fig. 1), could be due to a lower rigidity of latex than of polyethylene resulting in less uniform coatings. In addition, stretching may produce cracks in the DMPEI coating where HSVs can remain unmolested. It was also noted that some of the DMPEI flaked off into the supplemented PBS buffer during the washing step; clearly, coating of the condoms must be optimized further.
CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated herein that the hydrophobic polycationic material DMPEI could be employed both in a prophylactic modality (as a coating on latex condoms) and in a therapeutic modality (as a suspension) to inactivate HSVs. A drawback of the latter application is the uncovered toxicity toward mammalian cells. Although we previously observed no appreciable acute toxicity, either in vitro (23) or in vivo (21,26) for DMPEI coatings, a suspension presumably results in a more intimate contact between the cells and the hydrophobic polycation and thus greater toxicity. Future studies need to address whether the antiviral activity and toxicity are coupled and, if so, whether structural changes to the polycation can uncouple them. Once this is done, one can progress to in vivo studies to investigate a topical application of DMPEI in animal HSV models. As to a possible prophylactic use, both optimized noncovalent painting of, and covalent attachment of hydrophobic polycations to, latex (polyisoprene) condoms should be explored and the resultant coated condoms tested in terms of their long-term stability and safety.
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Fig 1.
Reduction of viral titers of HSV-1 (a) and HSV-2 (b) incubated for 15 min at room temperature in a buffered aqueous solution (the left set of bars), in that in the presence of an uncoated polyethylene slide (the middle set of bars), and in that in the presence of a DMPEI-coated polyethylene slide (the right set of bars). In the “No slide” sample, a virus solution was incubated in buffer only. In the “Uncoated slide” sample, a virus solution was incubated between two uncoated polyethylene slides for 15 min to account for any non-specific adsorption of the virus to the slide. In the “DMPEI-coated slide” sample, one of the two polyethylene slides was painted with the hydrophobic polycation. The limit of detection for the assay is approximately 1 PFU. The heights of the bars are mean values, and the error bars are standard deviations.
Fig 2.
Reduction of viral titer of HSV-1 incubated for 30 min at room temperature in a buffered aqueous solution (the left bar), in that in the presence of PMPEI (1 mg/mL) (the middle bar), and in that in the presence of PEI (2 mg/mL) (the right bar). The heights of the bars are mean values, and the error bars are standard deviations.
Fig 3.
Reduction of viral titer of HSV-1 incubated for 30 min at room temperature in a buffered aqueous solution (the left bar), in that subsequently filtered through a 0.45-μm filter (the middle left bar), in that containing 0.3 mg/mL of DMPEI suspension and subsequently filtered through a 0.45-μm filter (the middle right bar), and in that of a 0.3 mg/mL DMPEI suspension filtrate (the right bar). The heights of the bars are mean values, and the error bars are standard deviations.
Fig 4.
Reduction of viral titers of HSV-1 (a) and HSV-2 (b) incubated for 30 min at room temperature in an aqueous PBS buffer (the left set of bars), in that thickened with 1.5% HEC (the 2nd set of bars), and in that thickened with 1.5% HEC in which various concentrations of DMPEI were suspended (the 3rd, 4th, and 5th sets of bars). The heights of the bars are mean values, and the error bars are standard deviations.
Fig 5.
Reduction of viral titers of HSV-1 (a) and HSV-2 (b) incubated for 15 min at room temperature in a buffered aqueous solution (the left set of bars), in that sandwiched between an uncoated polyethylene slide and an uncoated piece of latex condom (the middle left set of bars), in that sandwiched between a DMPEI-coated latex condom and an uncoated polyethylene slide (the middle right set of bars), and in that sandwiched between a DMPEI-coated latex condom that had been stretched extensively and an uncoated polyethylene slide (the right set of bars). In the “No latex” sample, a virus solution was incubated in buffer only. In the “Uncoated latex” sample, a virus solution was incubated between a piece of uncoated polyethylene slide and of uncoated latex for 15 min to account for a non-specific adsorption of the virus to the slide and/or latex. In the “DMPEI-coated latex” sample, a piece of latex was painted with the hydrophobic polycation. In the “DMPEI-coated latex (stretched)” sample, a piece of latex was painted with the hydrophobic polycation, allowed to dry, and stretched 10-times horizontally and vertically to imitate real-life use of condoms, after which time virus solution was incubated with it. The limit of detection for the assay is approximately 1 PFU. The heights of the bars are mean values, and the error bars are standard deviations.
Table I
Antiviral Activity Against HSV-1 (Assessed by Infectivity Reduction Assay) and Toxicity Toward Vero Cells (Assessed Visually After Staining the Cells) of DMPEI Suspensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration of DMPEI (mg/mL)</th>
<th>% reduction(^a)</th>
<th>Cell viability(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 ± 3</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>41 ± 6</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>85 ± 2</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>95 ± 8</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100 ± 0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Reduction is compared to an incubation of HSV-1 without DMPEI under otherwise the same conditions. Experiments were carried out in triplicate, with the mean and standard deviation values presented in the table. See Materials and Methods for experimental details.

\(^b\) Score based on visual appearance of the cells: three pluses denote all healthy cells, two pluses denote some visible toxicity, and a single plus denotes marked visible toxicity.